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Description

If i want to create an link in lets say TextMedia, i mark the Text and create an link. In this Pop-Up where i can set title, path and target

i get my default values in the first tab, sites. If i now switch the tab to external links, there are still the default values from the sites

link. In the core there is an if witch checks if there is already an value in title an if, then it doesn't overrides them. Just if the title is

empty it sets the default values wich i defined in typoscript for the ck-editor.

Could you build in the option to make this query editable, so that there are two options:

1. on tab switch it doesn't overrides the values and fills the default just if the value is empty (current).

2. on tab switch all values will be reset to blank and then filled with the default values from the ck-editor/typoscript (like in the older

Typo3-Versions like 4.5).

Related issues:

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #78513: Link-Browser - Link target not changed, i... Needs Feedback2016-10-31

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #83754: Unable to set preconfigured values in CKE... Closed 2018-02-01

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #78971: Link Wizard keeps title default value so ... New 2016-12-13

History

#1 - 2019-04-24 12:56 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Related to Bug #78513: Link-Browser - Link target not changed, if switch between tabs added

#2 - 2019-04-24 12:57 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Related to Bug #83754: Unable to set preconfigured values in CKEditor for title and target added

#3 - 2019-04-24 12:57 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Related to Bug #78971: Link Wizard keeps title default value so the kind of link changes added
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